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Mr. Joseph J. Holonich, Director
Repository Licensing & Quality Assurance
Project Directorate
Division of High-Level Waste Management
Office of Nuclear Material Safety
and Safeguards
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555
Dear Mr. Holonich:
Enclosed is the Department of Energy's (DOE) response to two U.S.
Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) comments made in its Phase I
review of Site Characterization Study Plan 8.3.1.16.1.1,
"Characterization of Flood Potential and Debris Hazards of the
Yucca Mountain Site." Enclosure 1 is the NRC Phase I letter with
the comments identified, and Enclosure 2 is DOE's response to the
comments.
The Yucca Mountain Site Characterization Project (YMP) uses
Administrative Procedure 1.1.4, Revision 1, "Disposition of
Comments on the Site Characterization Program," to respond to
DOE forwarded the comments
comments on DOE-approved study plans.
to the U.S. Geological Survey's (USGS) technical project officer
and principal investigator for an assessment of potential impact
on the planned study.
The first NRC comment concerns the amount of detail provided for
This concern had been previously
the field channel surveys.
addressed in a telephone conference on April 15, 1991, between
the NRC, DOE/Headquarters, the Yucca Mountain Site
A followCharacterization Project Office, Weston, and the USGS.
That
up letter (Enclosure 3) further clarified this issue.
letter should be referred to for DOE's response to this comment.
The NRC also raises a concern about the use of the unit
hydrograph method for determination of a flood hydrograph and a
standard method for the determination of a water level, and
The
suggests that more sophisticated methods may be required.
DOE agrees with this comment but already considers these options
to be built into the plan.
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If you have any questions, please contact Mr. Chris Einberg of my
office at 202-586-8869.

Sincerely,

Jo

Yo4- 9AXi

John P. Roberts
Acting Associate Director for
Systems and Compliance
Office of Civilian Radioactive
Waste Management

Enclosures:
Ltr., 5/8/91, Linehan to Shelor
1.
2.
DOE response to NRC Comments
3.
Ltr, 8/15/91, Shelor to Linehan,
w/encls
cc: w\enclosures
Alice Cortinas, CNWRA, San Antonio, TX
cc: w\enclosures
C. Gertz, YMPO
R. Loux, State of Nevada
T. Hickey, Nevada Legislative Commission
M. Baughman, Lincoln County, NV
J. Bingham, Clark County, NV
B. Raper, Nye County, NV
P. Niedzielski-Eichner, Nye County, NV
G. Derby, Lander County, NV
P. Goicoechea, Eureka, NV
C. Schank, Churchill County, NV
F. Mariani, White Pine County, NV
V. Poe, Mineral County, NV
E. Wright, Lincoln County, NV
J. Pitts, Lincoln County, NV
R. Williams, Lander County, NV
J. Hayes, Esmeralda County, NV
M. Hayes, Esmeralda County, NV
B. Mettam, Inyo County, CA
C. Abrams, NRC
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UNITED STATES

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
WASHINGTON, D. C. 20555

MAY

8 1991

Mr. Dwight E. Shelor, Acting Associate Director
for Systems and Compliance
Office of Civilian Radioactive Waste Management
U.S. Department of Energy, RW 30
Washington, D.C. 20585
Dear Mr. Shelor:
SUBJECT:

PHASE I REVIEW OF U.S. DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY (DOE) STUDY PLAN FOR
CHARACTERIZATION OF FLOOD POTENTIAL AND DEBRIS HAZARDS OF THE YUCCA
MOUNTAIN SITE

On October 11, 1991 the DOE transmitted the study plan entitled "Characterization
of Flood Potential and Debris Hazards of the Yucca Mountain Site" (Study Plan
for Study 8.3.1.16.1.1) to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) for
review and comment. The NRC has completed its Phase I Review of this document
using the Review Plan for NRC Staff Review of DOE Study Plans, Revision 1
(December 6, 1990), which has superseded the draft Study Plan Review Plan
provided to DOE on January 15, 1988. The Phase I Review encompasses, in
modified form, the Acceptance and Start-Work Reviews described in the draft
Study Plan Review Plan.
The material submitted in the study plan was determined to be for the most part
substantively consistent with the agreement on content resulting from the
NRC-DOE agreements made at the May 7-8,. 1986 meeting on Level of Detail for
Site Characterization Plans and Study Plans (hereafter the Agreement).
However, there was one area, field channel surveys, in which the NRC staff
considered that the amount of detail provided was extremely limited. In the
study plan, it is mentioned that floodplan and channel geometries may be field
surveyed, but little information was provided about these surveys. The NRC
staff considers that specific field surveys, covering at least all control
sections in stream channels as well as topography around planned structures,
Comment 1
may be necessary, and that such surveys are, in terms of the Agreement, to be
regarded as tests. Therefore, if such surveys are to be done, those items
required by the Agreement to be described or referenced for tests (e.g.,
equipment; technical procedures; precision required) should be included in thi
study plan. Before DOE conducts such surveys, the NRC staff expects that,
consistent with the Agreement, appropriate details will be provided to NRC for
its review.
A major purpose of the Phase I Review is to identify concerns with studies,
tests, or analyses that if started could cause significant and irreparable
adverse effects on the site, the site characterization program, or the eventual
usability of the data for licensing. Such concerns would constitute
objections, as that term has been used in earlier NRC staff reviews of DOE's
documents related to site characterization (Consultation Draft Site
Chaacterization Plan and Site Characterization Plan for the Yucca Mountain site).
The Phase I Review of this study plan identified no objections with any of the
activities proposed.
Enclosure 1
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There is one technical matter related to the types of analyses proposed in the
study plan that the NRC staff wishes to call to the attention of DOE. The
study plan specifically refers to the unit hydrograph method for determination
of a flood hydrograph and the standard step method for determination of water
level. Although both procedures can be conservatively applied, more
Comment 2
sophisticated procedures may be required to model sediment and debris transpor
along with rainfall and runoff. The NRC staff suggests that DOE consider the
use of kinematic flow or other unsteady flow hydraulic methods and the possible
coupling of such methods with an erosion and transport model.
After completion of the Phase I Review, selected study plans are to receive a
second level of review, called a Detailed Technical Review, based on the
relationship of a given study plan to key site-specific issues or NRC open
items, or its reliance on unique, state-of-the-art test or analysis methods.
We have decided not to proceed with a Detailed Technical Review of this study
plan.
If you have any questions concerning this letter, please contact King Stablein
(FTS/f301]-492-0446) of my staff.
Sincerely,
,;J

John J. Linehan, Acting Director
Repository Licensing and Quality
Assurance Project Directorate
Division of High-Level Waste Management
Office of Nuclear Material Safety
and Safeguards
cc:

R. Loux, State of Nevada
C. Gertz, DOE/NV
S. Bradhurst, Nye County, NV
M. Baughman, Lincoln County, NV
D. Bechtel, Clark County, NV
0. Weigel, GAO
P. Niedzielski-Eichner, Nye County, NV

0

U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) Response to
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) Comment on
Study Plan 8.3.1.16.1.1 (Characterization of Yucca
Mountain Unsaturated-Zone Gaseous Phase Movement)

NRC Comment No. 1
There was one area, field channel surveys, in which the NRC staff considered that the
amount of detail provided was extremely limited. In the study plan, it is mentioned that
floodplain and channel geometries may be field surveyed, but little information was provided
about these surveys. The NRC staff considers that specific field surveys, covering at least all
control sections in stream channels as well as topography around planned structures, may be
necessary, and that such surveys are, in terms of the Agreement, to be regarded as tests.
Therefore, if such surveys are to be done, those items required by the Agreement to be
described or referenced for tests (e.g., equipment; technical procedures; precision required)
should be included in this study plan. Before DOE conducts such surveys, the NRC staff
expects that, consistent with the Agreement, appropriate details will be provided to NRC for
its review.
DOE Response
The concern expressed in this comment had been previously discussed in a telephone
conference on April 15, 1991, between the NRC, DOE Headquarters, DOE Yucca Mountain
Project, and Weston. This telecon was followed up by a letter from DOE to the NRC dated
August 15, 1991. Please refer to that letter with enclosure for DOE's responses to this
comment.
NRC Comment No. 2
The study plan specifically refers to the unit hydrograph method for determination of a
flood hydrograph and the standard step method for determination of water level. Although
both procedures can be conservatively applied, more sophisticated procedures may be required
to model sediment and debris transport along with rainfall and runoff. The NRC staff
suggests that DOE consider the use of kinematic flow or other unsteady flow hydraulic
methods and the possible coupling of such methods with an erosion and transport model.
DOE Response
The study plan refers to the unit-hydrograph and standard-step methods only as a
component of the assessment of a probable maximum flood (PMF). These methods are key
components of a standard U.S. Bureau of Reclamation PMF assessment technology.
Therefore, we believe they should remain in the description of PMF methodology. However,
the ultimate use of kinematic-flow or other unsteady-flow-hydraulic methods to portray floodflow mixtures of water and sediment is not precluded from the part of the study activity that
Enclosure 2

follows that preliminary PMF assessment. The study-activity strategy stresses the need to
collect adequate data to calibrate predictive models. It then states that the available data must
be competently analyzed, and that the selection of the best analytical techniques is of
fundamental importance. Finally, a flood-prediction methodology, or methodologies, will be
selected. If none are adequate, we will explore the possibility of developing a new
technology or modifying an available technology to achieve an acceptable technology. This
plan allows the consideration and application of the more sophisticated techniques suggested
by NRC. The key to success is to improve the understanding of the hydrogeologic and
hydraulic processes involved, and to collect good data to calibrate both simple and/or
sophisticated predictive models.
The use of sophisticated hydraulic methods of flood prediction coupled with erosion
and sediment-transport models is a worthwhile objective. DOE plans to utilize this type of
technological approach contingent on the availability of applicable modeling technology and,
most importantly, on the quantity and quality of adequate calibration data that will accrue as
the products of several surface-water related studies.

Department of Energy
weswngton, C 2058

AUG 15 1i91

Mr. Jobn 3. Linehan, Acting Director
Repository Licensing and Quality
Assurance Project Directorate
Division of High-Laval Waste Management
Office of Nucler Material Safety
and Safeguard
U.S.
uclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555
Dear Mr. Linehan:

uclear
On April 15, 1991, a tlecon was held between the U.S.
the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE)
Regulatory Commission (RC),
Headquarters, Weston, Yucca Mountain Site Cbacterization
Project ofrice, and the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) staff to
clarify some elements of two study plans that had been submitted
to the RC.

*1 mCharacterization of Flood
Questions on Study Plan 8.3.1.16
Potential at the Yucca Mountain Site,* concerned planned channelsurvey techniques proposed for use. Additional questions focused
istorical and Currrent Seismicity."
on Study Plan 8.3*1.17.4.1,
Eased on the telecon, the to USGS principal invetigators
involved--Mr. Patrick Glancy and Ms. Toan Goberg-agreed to
questions on
provide some clarifications with respect to teir
each plan.

Enclosure 1 is a letter from Mr. Glancy that fulfills the
r. Glancy's reply is a clarification of existing
request.
information.

Enclosures 2 and 3 are memoranda from Ms. Gomberg with her
clarifications. In Enclosure 2, we intend to track Items 1
through 4 identified by Ms. Gotbag an omments on Study Plan
itments which would be
8.3.1.17.4.1, ar)4--:tems 1 and 3 as c
acted upon if the Study Plan is revised. Items 2 and 4 in
Enclosure 2 present explanations for how thee concerns are
addressed in the Study Plan, or Why incorporationw of a proposed
revision is not eppropriate.
In Enclosure 3 we intend to tracJc Item 2 as a cmitment.
Item 1 is an explanation for which no commitment is identified.

Enclosure 3

DOE anticipates that this documentation is sufficient, unless
otherwise notified. Should you have any questions, please
contact Sharon Skuchkco of my office at (202) 586-4590.
Sincerely,

Dwigt
. hQlor

Assocla e Director for
Systems and Compliance

office of Civilian Radioactive
Waste Nanagement
3 Eclosures:
1.

U.S. Geological Survey Clarification dated April 16, 991,
1, w3.116.1
ith
Channel-Survey Techniques for Study Plan
its enclosure, Scientific Notebook Plan, Techniques for
Measuring Severe Stream-Channl or illslope Erosion and
(or) Resultant Sediment Deposit'

-

2.

U.S. Gological survey Clarifications dated April 30, 1991,
for Study Plan 8.3.1.17.4.1

3.

U.S . Geological survey Clarifications dated Ray 29, 1991,
for Study Plan 8.3.1.17.4.1

cc w/Enclosures:
C.

Gertz,

YMPO

R. Loux, State of Nevada
K. Whipple, Lincoln County, NV
x. Baughman, Lincoln County, NV
J. Bingham, Clark County, NV

D.
S.
B.
P.
R.
R.
G.

Bechtel, Clark County, NV
Bradhurst, Nys County, NV
Raper, Nye County, NV
Niedzielski-Eichner, Ny. County, NV
Campbell, Inyo County, CL
Michener, Inyo County, CA
Derby, Lander Conty, NV

P.
C.

oicoechea, Eu.eka, NV
Schank, Churchill Coaty,

NV

C. Jackson, Kineral County, NV
F. Sperry, White Pine County, NV
L. Vaughan, Esmeralda County, NV
K. Hooks,

RC

Uru

States Department o-the Interr
GEOLOGTCAL SURVEY
WlSER RESOURCES DrY[ON
Room 224, Fodoll Buildin
705 North PLa=a Street
Carson City, Nevada 89701
April 16, 991

Mr. Rex Wostcott
*

Weston.

Thru:

nc.

Dave Dobson
U.S. Department of Energy
Las Veqa.s, NV

D~z:t tMr.
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I am responding to the concern you expressed during our April 15
telephone-conference call regarding the level of detail and standrdization

of channel-survey techniques in Study Plan 8.3-1.16.1,1 -

Characterization

of the lood Po.ential and DebriS Hsazards of the Yucca Mountain Size-.
any
of the hydrologic data being collected to satisfy the goals of this activity
are xpectel to be collected as part of the Characterization of the Yucca
described in
Mountain Regional Surface-water Runoff and Streamflow- actvity

SP .3-1.2.1.2: as such. they are collected according to iWhe Quality
Assurance (QA) tenets outlined in that study plan. However, some of the
data used in 8.3-1.16.1.1 will also be collected as part Of this activity,
and they too ill be collected following the save quality-assurance criteria
as those for activity 8.3.1.2.1.2.
The streamflow and debris-transport data that will be used to carry out
SP 8.3.1.16.1.1 comprise two basic types of information: 1 peak streamflow
rates, and ) hazardous transport of debris by Severe runoff.
easurements
of peak streamflow are done according to tandard t.S. Geological Survey
(USGS) techniques governing the measurement of peak-discharge by indirect
methods. The quality-assurance technical procedures for indirect
measurements of streamflow are based on and referenced to a number of
U.S.G.S. techniques anuals, icludir4 Benson and Dalrymples 1967 General
Field and Office Procedures for.Sndirect Discharge Heasurements".
This
"Techniques of Water-Resources nvestigations of the United States
Geological Surveyr manual, Book 3, Chapter A3, of the OTcbniques series.
spells out rather specifically the technical requirements for stream-channel
data collection. Other manuals in the series including: omeasuremants of
Peak Discharg. at CuLverts by Indirect Methodus and wHeasurement of Peak
Discharge by the SLope-Arsa Methodm, likewise set U.S.G.S. cbannel-eurveying
standardLs and methodologies that form the foendation for our QA technical
am confident that
Thus,
procedures is the Yucca Mountain Project (YMP).
your legitimate concern regarding adherence to accepted U.S.G.S. standards
for channel surveying during the collection of peak-stroamflow data should
be satisfied.
on thy hzor4ous Lr4nspoZt ul
I.ris by evere
The coliveLion o dta
runoff is not nearly e-tchnically advanced and (or) standardted by
in fact, this type of data collection has not been
U.S.G.S. Investigators:
done routinely in conjunction with flood studies by U.S.G.S. or by most
other government hydrologic agencies, nor by most private consulting firmz.

The recognized need or these data, in conjunction with flood studies for
the YP prompted the design of a flood-study task to address and include the
potential hazards of debris transport as part of the assessment of

Enclosure 1
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hydrogeologiC hazards to the transport and storage of high-level nuclear
wastes. The gneral lack of standardized, investigative techniques
that are available for application to this aspect of flood-hazard
investigations prompted us to approach the task a a research esent
of the
streamflow- and flood-study plans. This approach shouldd allow us the
flexibility to test and develop investigative techniques and measurements to
address specifically the potential for fluvial-debris hazards co the YMP.
Thus, QA control of data collection and handling was incorporated initially
within a Scentific Notebook Plan" that allows the development and
refinement of those ivestigative techniques and measurements hat should
best define and delineate those potential debris-transpoct hazards peculiar
to the YP. As he developnt and adaptation of techniques evolves, we
hope to be able to standardize measuremnt practices, including the
surveying standards, with which you are specifically concerned. Until these
standards have been developed and st,
we will conduct our channel surveys
in congruence with those beig perforwLd during the standardized
measurements of peak-discharge, streamflow measurezents.
tst
this wil
satisfy your concerns in this matter.
I am enclosing a copy of Scientific Notebook Plan NWt-USGS-P-l97TRO,
"Techniques for ffeasuring Severe Stream-Channel or Hilislope rosion and
Cori Resultant Sediment Deposit" for your infonuation.
Sincerely,

Patrick A: Glancy, P.1.
cc:

W. Carswell
S. Keller
V. Beck
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SeZU Strea-Chamnl or Uh
Resultant Sediment Deposit

lstop
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: This Scientific Notebook Vork faA'Uls been repared to seet
Z3JRSOR

tho
under
condudrcd
activities
docienig
for
requirements, of YMPUSGS-QOP-5.05
Study Plan, o.

.3.1.2.1.2.2, Title:

transport of.Debris by Severe Roff, for

the purpose of documenting (1) cataStrophic *2ation that results in debrischarged surface runoff. (2) ha2ardqs=:Wveat of dbris. after obilLzation.
!ti to the activities introducedwro
and (3) deposition of debris.
shall be documented. in accordnc vith Q0-5.05, 4ra. 5.4.1.2, and contrc'ed
6r conduct of this vork.
in the notebook specifically assind to the
2.0

08JCCTI:

The plauned objective is to document occurrencas and apiitu&

severe erosion caused by runoff from intensiv. storms, and

of

r) sediment depos-

its hat result from this erosive activity, andWhen possible, to collect data
pertaining to the sdiment-trosport processes.
3.0

POMED

_514F:

This activity

hI

be conducted as follows:

After a severe storm. areas of knowa intensi precipitation ard (or) sera
runoff should be recosnoitered to determine 4f erosion of a. significantly seere
uagnitule -o has occurred. Sites of significantly severe erosion that are
discovered during th recossanc will be dentitd on appropriate topographic ps and (or) aerial photographs. Erotbn scars. flood-flov paths, and
(or) resultant sediment (debris) deposits may be further documented, if deemed
necessary and appropriate by the field investigator, by photographing all or
parts of the scare nd deposits or by contracting or otherwise obtaining new
aeral potography. During or following the field reconnaissance physical
aeasuremetts of the sizes of select scars and sedlnant deposits and select
in
Lug
'
clasts of transported debris jay be made.
plane
or
tcq
.
aglls
gradted tapes.,rules, rods
wialls,
ii be used to dreciune
e
or es
surveying tachiiques. The
e general size characd,-Auhe.
deposil
(or)
and
arod'd
the volumes ofiaeterial
transported.
debris
ths
of
tics
ters
surface wher erOsion6' transport, and deposition
The character of the ld
occurred may be described either quelitatively qeUnctatively, or--boch. The description may include some. or all, -of the folloing: slope .di~hto edsize and charamer f the
rock, bedrocklUtholo~S.- slop. Pr, the nfowt *ti
l-'
dapostional' arm.
th
of:
slope
drainage catdaent. and character &i
ion
SaSplas of deposits and source uaeriels may be obtained for sizeaceri
cloth.
I
L
saa2
e
ifl
te
llected
ae
e sampes
and (or) petrology.
plastic, or other material bag, and identified by a uniqu idantii{r; listed
,
in the notebook. An exa 1 of a Unique identifier would be the, ivera
ir
Foilovday.
tt
for
utbW:
sequental:
a
and
daJe,
1-itials. the
it 13P.USGScollection, samples vill be handled ild tricked incorde
sapling).
of
QeSP-8.O1 (the revision in effect At the tSiu
4.0

PZESOSKL: Persons responsible for the work Aae Patrick A. GlarCy and David
F. Koyer, Principal Co-Investigators end other contributing investigators who

M-USCS--HP197T
Page 2 of 3

RO

may be dlepted res'.isibiliies appropriate to their qlifications and
train
. zy special qualifcatio
d trai
rquired for key corributi
investigators, or other personel, include training in the conduct f easre.
sent techniques for severe strachanal or illslope erosion and resultant
sediment eposits, or documenad xperieme ia the same.

5.1

gesentiel egduezz
o
o
o

au:

Co
!pass

Hand level (Nomal yesiht range,
0/. ft. in 10 ft.)
01
Topograpbic saps ard (or) aerial hotographs
Surveying level. (Range depenAent on atosheric cov
ions. .in 200 ft.)
o Camra
o Nessurig ape (0-100 ft.. +/- 0.15 ft.)
o E~xsing rule (0-6 ft., +/- 0.005 ft.)
o TSglina(100-500 ft., /- 1.0 ft.)
o Survying rod (5-50 ft.. 4-i 0.005 ft.)

0.1 f.

All itens are zot required for each application. Any dditions or
tions from this list shall be documeted in the notebook.
5.2

bt
All instrmants and nethads or systes shall
be calibrated in accordance with t
Instrument Calibration rocedure
(Me-USGS-W-12.01) prior to stare of work.
5.2.1
quipmnt requiring calibration includes the surveying level
the hand level
ch will be calibrated as follows:

-

6.0

-aeut

ele-

nd

The surveying level shall be pg ested daily when in use.
Etablish two
points,
and , ear gromd level. 200-300 fat apart (10 feet for calibrating band 'ovels). Set up exactly bAlfway between A and A. Take a rod
reading a on stak A nd a rod reading b on stake . Mm computed elevation dfference a-b Ls. tbe true dfference. regszdless of Instrunant
error. set up close *nongh o A so that a rod reading can be obtained
either by reading through the telescope in reverse or by mesuring up to
the orizontal axis of the telescope by steel tape. Take a rod reading
oan stake A and reading d on stake . If the Instxument Lu La adjustmnt. (c-d) will qual (-b).* If the instrument s out of adjustment.
compute wtr'the correct rod reading e on should b (CL-bc-&) and adjust
the Instrmaeut to obtain hat reading. The band level will be calibrated
at least
once a year. or ore often if the operator determines tha instrus out-of-adjusme=n.
Ca1fbraion of ths and level ill be done
using the same metodology as describod for the surveying level. Equipment
not iutced in Pare. 5.4 that may e deezed necessary for the study, and
thet is subject to oprationa variation, will be calibrated as necessary,
and calibration records wifl be maintained In te notebook. Scbedules for
calibration ill b determined at chat tUe, and listed in the notebook.

POTE
T
: The limitations of this procedure clude the dentifLbilLty of the presenc nd limits of erosion scars or sediment deposits.
variability cor,
in erosional and depositional landforms, the scale and

-WK-USS-HW-197T,
Page 3 o f
details of available
affected.
7.0

opographic maps. and the physiclsccsbus

0

lity to reas

=
This plan L generally applicable to all
scales of erosion and deposition. PreOCSe
asuramecs are rarely necessary
to document severe erosion and (or) deposition because natural variability of
erosion and
pesition
aaeters commonly eceeds 100 percent of the scan of
any given paramter. Erosion scars and deposits range in size from a fe to
thousands of feet on a side. My accurce, but ipreciso easurmocs of an
erosion scar or deposit arz
ore useful to dscribo the ldfor
than a few
precise measurements.

-8.0
activities.

=

This work

Minor surface disturban*

ill have no for seable Impact on other

vill

be restricted to

and tools, and

off-road recoaissance will generally b on foot. Othat activleies, especially
construction and clean upa of debris fofloving severe
off could descroy
erosion scars nd deposits needad for this activity.

9.0 APP

L: The above ite are subject to reviev end control La accordec with
Q-5.05. All subsequent activities wiiU be detailed a SS Scientific Soebook o.: USGS-sN-0002,. of which this documentation becomes a pet. The folloing signatures authoriz starting the described ork fllowing the effective
data. This Scientific Notebook Plan supersedes techicl. procedure WM-USCSpE-174. 1. Tectmiquc for Marurin. Sever Streu-Chanzel or Hillslop* ErosLon
and (or) Resultant Sedimn Dposits.0
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April 30, 1991

Memo from: JBonGombh
Geologic Division, USGS

of Geologic Risk Assessment,

To: David C. Dobson, Branch Chief, Regulatory Interactions Branch,
Yucca Mountain Project, DOE
}_

Through: William Langer,

tudy Plan Coordinator, Geologic Division,

Subject: Correctionstcarfications to Study Plm S3.L4.1, Historical
and Current Seismicity
The following clarions
or corrections to Study Plan 8.3.1.17.4.1.
isaxical and Current Seismicity were requested by the NRC staff during a telephone
confce call held on April 15, 1991. Please tansmIt this Infrmadato t appopia3e
perumne at the NRC.
1.TWo aiquaes e omitd fom able on page 2-1; the Ifidmaic dat should be
added t t
leis

Lat (N)

Long(W)

Daf

Trm

365
37.081

118.0
116.074

Mar. 26, 1872
April 26,1973

7
17;15:01.0

Magm DIsL(k=)
ft=mYM
7.9
150-200
5.6
0-50

2. t=r wa a reuest to add a sttee ahcr the second sentene of the firs paragraph

on page 3-2 a as

a
l C
c
s td b t ra
e d, addic
ination wl be also
compilcd for hriasm
kes h gfid
an .5.
c
Trhe intern of the blate half of
tmentalEady In thie ft=zr. "norarerbouWk
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Enclosure 2

Department of the Intner
U.S. Geological Surmy.Brcnch of Geologic Rirk Assessment, MS 966
Box 25046, Denver Federal Center
Denver, CO 80225-0046
:- zL

May 29, 1991

From: Joan Gomberg, 'Branch of Geologic Risk Assessment, Geologic
Division, USGS
To: David Dobson, Branch Chief, Regulatory Interactions Branch, Yucca
Mountain Project, DOE
.JvAhrough:
tt
USGS

William Langer, Study Plan Coordlnator, Geologic Division,

Subject: Final clarifications to Study Plan 8.3.1.17.4-1, Historical and
Current Selsmidty
I have spoken with B. Thim of the NRC regasding the clarios
to Study
Plan 83.1.17.4.1, Historical and Current Seismicity as descibed my m
of April 30,
aondiflcaios
to
1991. This memo is a revponse to his request for
final
that mmo
1. The magnitude of the 3/26/1872 (Owen's Valley) earthquake listed in de table on
page 2-1 is a moment-magnitude (Mw) that I obtained fom a recent report
(unpublished) by C. DePolo, D. Clark, D. Slemmons, and A. Ramelli from the
Nevada Buran ofMines and Geology and de Center for Neotectonic Studies at tie
Univcrsity of Nevada, Reno. The more cnmoly reported gnide is a local
magnitude (ML) of 8.25. However, the moment-iamdmude is g a belived to be
more accur for large eve(s it does not satm-ae) and that ISwhy I dos t include it
in the table. If you feel it is more important to maintain consisc wih the other
magnitudes listed in the table (mom t-magnitudes anot avaible for
other
events) and in the SCP plase change the value to 825.
2. Please modify the statement on page 3-2 that states "Important arthqaes are those
which have a magnide of 5.5 or grearer, or which may have had a sub=an impact
on the site" so dat it states "Important eatquakes am dose which hv a magnitude
of 5.5 or greater, or erhquakes with SMal
substantal impact on the sie".
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Enclosure 3
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cc: Kaye Shedlock

